[The pathogenesis and management of severe sepsis after burns].
Sepsis and septic shock as a result of an invasive infection are challenging problems in extensively burned patients, and frequently end in multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS). It is of great significance to further elucidate the pathogenetic mechanisms, and to seek novel intervention strategies to prevent and treat sepsis/MODS secondary to severe burns. A more complete understanding of the pathogenetic mechanisms of postburn sepsis would certainly elicit a number of potential therapeutic strategies for it. It is our belief that comprehensive clinical measures for management of severe sepsis should include rapid, adequate fluid resuscitation for burn shock, early feeding, effective control of infection, early escharectomy, and reinforcement of organ support. Once burn wound sepsis occurs, prompt removal of infected necrotic tissue is the key procedure to ensure a successful result. Further study is necessary to determine the precise mechanisms of these protective effects and the clinical advantages for postburn sepsis using evidence-based methodology system.